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On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Monica's Fish Cafe from Wychavon. Currently, there are 15
meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What Pam G likes about Monica's Fish Cafe:
By far the best roe and chips I 've had in years. Proper chunky chips (I ate most of mine which is unusual), lovely
crispy batter and I was asked if I wanted salad rather than just being given it...it was nice and fresh too. Lovely,
friendly staff and good atmosphere. Only one tiny negative...in the pot of tea for two, it could do with another tea
bag, it was a little on the weak side. The old 'rule ' is one for each... read more. The restaurant and its premises

are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, Depending on the
weather, you can also sit outside and be served. What Richard S doesn't like about Monica's Fish Cafe:

We have used Monica’s for a long time, however recently they seem to be going downhill, I ordered a portion of
southern fried chicken and chips. Time 18.40 chips over cooked and hard, chicken looked like it was rewarmed
from lunch, coating was dark almost burned, tasted of fish and was so dry, it was truly awful, it went in the bin,

we won’t be going back for a while, we will vote with our feet. It’s a shame really a... read more. Various
delicious seafood dishes are dished out by the Monica's Fish Cafe from Wychavon, Particularly fans of the

English cuisine are excited about the extensive variety of traditional dishes and love the typical English cuisine.
Dishes are usually prepared in a short time for you and brought to the table, there are also delicious vegetarian

recipes in the menu.
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�s� dishe�
FISH AND CHIPS

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sid� Order�
MAYO

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

SALAD

ICE CREAM

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
SEAFOOD

POTATOES

WE HAVE

BACON

EGG

SAUSAGE

FRUIT
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